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ABSTRACT 
Vascular network reconstruction is an essential aspect of the 
daily practice of medical doctors working with vascular sys-
tems. Accurately representing vascular networks, not only 
graphically but also in a way that encompasses their structure, 
can be used to run simulations, plan medical procedures or 
identify real-life diseases, for example. A vascular network 
is thus reconstructed from a 3D medical image sequence via 
segmentation and skeletonization. Many automatic algorithms 
exist to do so but tend to fail for specific corner cases. On the 
other hand, manual methods exist as well but are tedious to use 
and require a lot of time. In this paper, we introduce an interac-
tive vascular network reconstruction system called INVANER 
that relies on a graph-like representation of the network’s struc-
ture. A general skeleton is obtained with an automatic method 
and medical practitioners are allowed to manually repair the 
local defects where this method fails. Our system uses graph-
related tools with local effects and introduces two novel tools, 
dedicated to solving two common problems arising when au-
tomatically extracting the centerlines of vascular structures: 
so-called "Kissing Vessels" and a type of phenomenon we call 
"Dotted Vessels." 

CCS Concepts 
•Human-centered computing → Information visualiza-
tion; Visualization toolkits; Graphical user interfaces; 

Author Keywords 
medical system; surgical planning; graph-based interactions; 
anatomical visualization; 

INTRODUCTION 
Computer systems are now widely used in the medical field 
and are generally limited to visualization or exploration. Med-
ical practitioners use those in many different ways such as 
planning procedures, discussing treatments or diagnosing pa-
tients [13, 7]. A particular subset of those systems is used 
to consider vascular networks. By their cylindrical tree-like 
nature, they are fit to be represented as skeletons. Skeletons 
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are representations that abstract structures as a set of points 
linked by a set of curves. They offer a way to easily understand 
the general topology of a vascular structure. A wide range of 
algorithms exists to automatically extract a vascular skeleton 
from medical images, as shown in a recent survey [29], but 
those methods all fail in some corner cases. On the other hand, 
there exist interactive methods such as the one presented in 
[1, 31]. Practitioners might even use fully manual methods 
such as placing all points of the vessels’ centerline manually 
in a 3D environment like Maya or Blender. Although these 
methods can fix any corner cases, their usage is often very 
tedious. 

The main application considered for our system was to allow 
medical doctors, particularly neurosurgeons, to plan, discuss 
or teach medical procedures. A widespread disease of the hu-
man neurovascular system was in mind during our work: brain 
aneurysms. In short, aneurysms are deformations occurring 
in blood vessels where their wall is locally weaker, resulting 
in this thin wall inflating, similarly to a balloon. Treatments 
for this disease [10] require an accurate representation of the 
vascular network surrounding the aneurysm. Throughout the 
development of our system, we interacted with two neuro-
surgeons to ensure that our work was relevant to their daily 
practice "on the field." They regularly exchanged with one of 
the authors of this work who is himself a medical doctor to 
ensure the validity of our medical-wise claims. 

In this paper, we introduce a novel, hybrid method that relies 
on an automatic skeleton extraction, or skeletonization, algo-
rithm and lets the user "fix" the corner-cases, or defects, of this 
automatic method. We aim at providing a system used by med-
ical doctors to decrease the time and effort required to obtain 
a faithful reconstruction of a vascular network. Our system, 
called "INVANER" (INteractive VAscular Network Editing 
and Repair), relies on a graph-like representation of vascular 
networks and graph-related tools to modify said networks. 

Moreover, we introduce two such tools dedicated to solving 
two common problems that occur when using skeletonization 
algorithms. The first one is called the "Kissing Vessel" prob-
lem [38] and is depicted in Figure 1. This happens typically 
when multiple vessels occupy the same space on multiple lay-
ers of the volumetric data, thus appearing to be a single vessel 
but actually being multiple vessels very close to each other, 
hence the term "kissing." The second one comes from the 
original volumetric data containing inconsistent density values 
with repeated variations where the density should be close to 
constant. That is, a situation where a vessel, a physical object 
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Figure 1: An example of Kissing Vessels. A 3D representation of ves-
sels that are so close that they appear to be merged (left) and the actual 
vessels suggested with blue strokes (right). 

with regular density over its volume, is detected as a set of 
aligned, shorter and unconnected pieces, as shown by Figure 2. 
Although some information is missing from the data, medical 
experts can identify this set of pieces as being part of an actual 
blood vessel. We call those defects "Dotted Vessels" as they 
look like the equivalent of "dotted lines" to blood vessels’ 3D 
representation. 

These two problems were unequivocally chosen as being im-
portant in daily medical practice by the experts involved. As 
our senior MD collaborator quotes: 

”Dotted Vessels are almost everywhere in medical imag-
ing because even modern medical devices cannot capture 
small vessels. It is not always necessary to trace all 
small vessels but damaging important ones could cause 
an important brain dysfunction. Visualizing them is very 
important for precision surgical planning. There are not 
many Kissing Vessels in typical medical imaging but at 
least 5 or 10 instances to fix in a single brain scan. Again, 
it is not always necessary to fix them all but is it definitely 
necessary when it is related to surgical planning. In this 
context, the proposed system is very beneficial.” 

We claim that our contribution is twofold: 

1. We present a hybrid method for constructing vascular net-
works from medical images combining automatic skele-
tonization and graph-based interactive editing. This hybrid 
approach saves time and effort for medical doctors by fo-
cusing their interactions on defects occurring when using 
automatic skeletonization algorithms. 

2. We also introduce two interactive tools specialized in solv-
ing the Kissing Vessel and Dotted Vessel problems respec-
tively. Their effectiveness is demonstrated with the results 
of a comparison study and with feedback from neurosur-
geons. 

BACKGROUND 
In this section, we briefly introduce past rescesearch related to 
our work, namely medical data, skeletonization, editing tools 
for medical data and graph-based interactions and simulations. 

Volumetric Medical Data 
Medical imagery data can be obtained via a wide range of 
methods (MRI, CT, angiography, X-ray, etc.) and one of the 
most common format to store this data is called DICOM [17]. 

Figure 2: An example of Dotted Vessels. The various pieces (left) suggest 
the actual shape of the blood vessels, represented by blue strokes (right). 

In essence, it represents a volume as a discrete 3D grid, in 
which each cell or voxel contains a single value representing 
the density of the volume at this point in space. Medical prac-
titioners can then visualize this data by considering isolated 
individual layers and map a certain range of density to a black-
to-white intensity range to obtain a grey-scale image of this 
layer. The main problem with this kind of data is to find the 
right threshold to distinguish the desired organ from its sur-
rounding tissues. Indeed, it often happens that organs in close 
contact have a very similar density and their separation can 
hence be hard to locate precisely. Moreover, the appropriate 
threshold might have to vary spatially to obtain optimal results. 
A key consideration for volumetric medical data is to label or 
segment the volume between the organ (or part of) in focus 
(1) and the rest (0) in a binary fashion [21, 23, 12]. In our 
case, we assume that our data has been processed by medical 
experts beforehand. That is, that our input data contains little 
to no noise and that the vascular network has been correctly 
segmented. The sole limitation of the quality of our input is 
theoretically the limitations of the data acquisition method. 
We do not concern ourselves with how medical experts obtain 
data satisfying those assumptions. Although obtaining a cor-
rectly segmented volume is definitely not a trivial problem, 
it is common practice for medical doctors and not a focus of 
our work. Furthermore, the medical doctors involved in our 
work all agreed that in the presence of artifacts, the "perfect 
segmentation" sometimes cannot be ascertained, as experts 
might disagree on the correct topology. We thus considered 
those to be reasonable assumptions. Our work should be seen 
as a kind of generic plugin rather than a system to perform 
a full segmentation. It aims at reducing the manual effort to 
reconstruct the final vascular network, the ”final touch´´, to a 
minimum. 

Skeletonization 
As summarized in [29] or [33], there are a large number of 
existing extraction algorithms and methods. A wide variety of 
techniques such as graph-based [39, 26], physics-based [34] 
or voxel-based techniques [19] are employed. Moreover, those 
techniques rely on different types of input data, e.g., point-
cloud, 3D-surfaces or volumetric data, as explored in length 
in this thesis [18]. However, as its author notes: 

“It should be mentioned that most previous works only 
considered the vascular network as directed binary graphs 
without loops [...]. This assumption presents many limi-
tations for clinical purposes.” 
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Indeed, Kissing Vessels typically create loops (or cycles), and 
there is an actual cycle in the human brain called the "Circle 
of Willis," therefore cycles should not be disregarded. Un-
fortunately, most of the aforementioned works mainly focus 
on increasing the speed or accuracy of the skeletonization 
and usually fail when encountering corner-cases violating the 
quoted assumption. We did find an automatic method that 
tried to solve the Kissing Vessel problem [11] but as the au-
thors discuss, it fails for vessels kissing on a distance too long 
or if more than two vessels kiss in the same area. We thus 
lack a general skeletonization solution that works well even 
if the data contains some defects. For our system, we use an 
"asymmetric thinning scheme" [9] relying on volumetric data 
represented as a set of voxels. It reduces the set of voxels repre-
senting the vascular network to a set of one-voxel-wide curves 
aligned with the vascular network’s centerlines. We chose this 
method because we also use voxels as input to our system and 
graph extraction algorithm and because it can handle cycles. 
Cycles are essential for our system, as we use them to spot 
Kissing Vessels in vascular structures as explained below. 

Editing Tools for Medical Data 
As mentioned before, interactive systems are used everywhere 
in the medical field, but there are not that many that are truly 
interactive in the sense that they are usually meant for visual-
ization rather than editing. However, efforts have been made 
recently in that direction with, for instance, interactive vol-
ume segmentation systems [14, 35, 16] or surgical planning 
systems [25, 24, 28]. In these works, the authors present 
simple-to-use interfaces which provide natural means for ex-
perts to discuss complex concepts. A notable related work in 
this direction is Foldit [8], the well-known system that allows 
random users to contribute to high-level research. Their task 
is to find geometric configuration of protein that minimizes 
an energy, while our task is to reconstruct plausible vascular 
network from medical images. Other existing mesh-editing 
interfaces such as [2] or [41] allow user to improve the quality 
of a surface mesh. In contrast, degenerate triangles or varying 
resolution are irrelevant to our data context (e.g., blood vessels 
do not have sharp edges). Moreover, the notion of meshes and 
its potential artifacts is most often foreign to medical doctors. 

We also found a system meant for vascular extraction [40] but 
it does not make any mention of the potential corner-cases. 
The author of [1] considers the Kissing Vessel problem and 
provides a system to define where a vessel begins and ends. 
It then infers the complete centerline of this vessel and lets 
the user give supplementary information if this method fails, 
typically when encountering a Kissing Vessel. If the vascular 
network to skeletonize contains no defects, a user of [1] would 
hence still have to extract each vessel of the network manually, 
which can be very time-consuming for large networks. More-
over, this method is bound to the vascular network’s defining 
volumetric data and does not allow for any vessel outside of it. 
It is thus not fit for any situation where a user would need to 
freely sculpt one or more vessels. Such a situation can arise 
when medical practitioners might want to explore how some 
surgery would need to change if the vascular network was 
slightly different. Similarly, it could help in visualizing how 
simulations change in different situations. This also relates 

to [28] in which sketches are translated into fluid dynamics 
simulations. This work, however, is limited in the sense that it 
relies on user sketches only, rather than importing real-world 
data. The work presented in [15] highlights the interest of hu-
man intervention in modifying the result of a skeletonization 
but fails to offer efficient and convenient ways to do so. We 
draw inspiration from those works and attempt to provide a 
system that reduces the required human intervention to only 
where and when medical knowledge is necessary and lets the 
users modify the existing network in a free-form manner. 

Graphs: Extraction, Interactions, and Simulations 
By representing the centerlines of a network as a set of nodes 
or vertices connected by curves or edges, we obtain a graph. 
Indeed, these are mathematical abstractions that are very well-
suited to represent networks and are used extensively for 
scientific visualization [36]. Graphs are also very useful to 
summarize and visualize complex phenomenons that can be 
represented by networks [37] or to run simulations. This is 
especially true for biomedical simulations, which often in-
volve networks, in particular, vascular networks [42, 27]. In 
those latter cases, the shape of the vessels are simplified into 
straight cylinders in an effort for simplicity, but it may be 
that the actual shape of the vessels is still necessary. By cou-
pling skeletons and surfaces or rigging [3, 4], we can make 
high-level deformations of the surface by performing opera-
tions on the skeleton only. A good example of this concept 
is SkeletonLab [5], which provides a set of elementary graph 
operations such as adding vertices on edges, displacing ver-
tices, adding edges, etc. Although we share our graph-based 
approach with SkeletonLab, we do not show this abstraction 
to our users. From their point-of-view, they are manipulat-
ing a network without requiring any knowledge of the nature 
of graphs. Furthermore, our work, does not involve directly 
rigging the input surface as we consider cylindrical curves 
to be close enough to the surface to faithfully represent its 
topology. We do, however, use a set of somewhat similar ele-
mentary, low-level graph operations as a basis to build a set of 
higher-level tools used directly by the users. 

PRELIMINARIES 
In our graph representation, each vertex is assigned a 3D posi-
tion, and each edge is assigned a 3D polyline going between 
both vertices the edge connects. Note that in Graph Theory 
terms, we always consider our graph to be an undirected multi-
graph. That is, edges are not considered to have a direction 
(i.e., there is no source or target vertex, both have the same 
status), and there can be multiple edges connecting the same 
two vertices. We say that two vertices are adjacent if an edge 
connects them. Similarly, we say that two edges are adjacent 
if they both connect the same vertex to other vertices. There is 
a path between two vertices if we can reach one vertex to the 
other by following a series of adjacent vertices between them. 
The number of edges connected to a vertex is called the degree 
of the vertex. We let the reader refer to Graph Theory litera-
ture for more formal definitions of those concepts. We now 
establish a set of elementary graph operations, as summarized 
in Figure 3. 
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Figure 5: This figure depicts the effect of each basic tool on a simple 
Figure 3: Graph operations. The upper row shows the graphs before 
and the bottom row the graphs after. Left: v1 and v2 are merged and v2 
is deleted. Center: e1 is split into two edges e2 and e3. Right: e1 and e2 
are merged into e4. Since the middle vertex is not of degree 0 after the 
merge, it is not deleted. 

Figure 4: Screenshot of the complete interface. In the upper-left corner, 
the Import/Export and Undo/Redo buttons (magenta). The editing tools 
are on the right: the upper group consists of the basic tools (blue), and 
the bottom group consists of the new tools (red). The current tool is 
indicated in the bottom-right corner above the instructions for this tool 
(green). The current network being edited is in the center of the screen 
(yellow), and the Network Counter is placed above it (cyan). 

• Merging vertices means to take two vertices into a single one 
with the same edges as those of the two previous vertices. 

• Splitting an edge means to separate it into two edges with a 
degree-2 vertex connecting the two new edges. 

• Merging edges is the inverse operation of splitting: if we 
have a vertex with at least two edges connecting two other 
vertices to it, we connect those two vertices and disconnect 
them from the first one. If the first vertex is now of degree 
0, we remove it. 

USER INTERFACE 
This section describes the interface of our system as seen by 
the user (cf. Figure 4). The user performs editing operations 
using standard 2D input devices such as a mouse or stylus. As-
sume that segmentation, skeletonization, and graph extraction 
have already been completed and the user is provided with a 
3D reconstruction of a vascular network. 

Basic Tools 
We first designed four tools: "Move," "Cut," "Extrude" and 
"Delete." Those were considered to be "basic" as we felt they 

graph. The cursor shows the mouse movement or the clicks required to 
use the tools. a) : Moving v3 on e1 splits it into e3 and e4 and merges v3 
with the new vertex (not shown since it is already merged). b) : Cutting 
e1 creates two new edges and two new vertices. c) : Extruding from e1 
first splits it into e2 and e3 and creates a new vertex v3. When the mouse 
button is released, a new edge e4 and a new vertex v4 are created. d) : 
Deleting e2 simply removes the edge while Deleting v3 also removes its 
only connected edge (e3). 

were natural when dealing with graphs. Figure 5 shows the 
effect of each of these tools. 

"Move" simply displaces a vertex or an edge, thus deforming 
the edges’ curves in an as-rigid-as-possible manner [32] (Fig-
ure 5.a). The subtlety here is that the network is "magnetic" in 
the sense that bringing a moved vertex close to another part 
of the network on the screen will snap this vertex exactly on 
the network in the 3D space. This saves the user from manu-
ally adjusting depth. When released on the network in such 
a way, the vertex is merged wherever it was released. If it is 
on another vertex, they are simply merged, and if it is on an 
edge, the edge is split, and the resulting vertex is merged with 
the moved vertex. Note that this snapping behavior can be 
disabled if desired by the user. Additionally, the depth of the 
vertex being moved can be manually changed with the mouse 
wheel. "Move" is also the default tool as the system switches 
back to it after each use of another tool. 

"Cut" cuts an edge in two, thus creating two smaller edges and 
two new vertices at their respective tip (Figure 5.b). In terms 
of elementary operations, it consists of splitting an edge twice, 
thus resulting in three consecutive edges and then removing 
the middle one. The two splits are made close to each other 
around where the user has clicked on the curve, the deleted 
middle edge thus being very short. 

"Extrude" creates a new edge either from an existing vertex or 
from an edge (thus splitting this edge first, as in Figure 5.c). 
This new edge’s curve follows exactly the mouse, creating 
vessels of arbitrary shape. The tip vertex of this new edge, 
located at the mouse’s position, snaps to nearby vertices or 
edges as with "Move." 

Finally, "Delete" is used to remove either vertices or edges 
(Figure 5.d). When deleting an edge, the vertices it connects 
are removed as well if they become of degree 0 after removing 
it. If we delete a vertex, all connected edges are also deleted 
as described in the previous sentence. 
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release

click

Figure 6: The successive steps to fix a Kissing Vessel with our basic tools. 
From the initial situation (a), it requires to "Cut" e2 and e5 (2 clicks) 
to obtain (b), then "Delete" the extra edges e8 and e9 (2 more clicks) 
to obtain (c) and finally "Extrude" from e7 to e10 to obtain (d) (1 more 
click-and-drag) for a total of 5 clicks (10 if counting the clicks to select 
the tools). Note that one could also delete e2 and e5 and then manually 
extrude the new vessel but this can prove very difficult for long and/or 
tortuous vessel. 

New Tools 
We explored how these could be used to fix Kissing Vessels 
and Dotted Vessels, and it appeared that they required too 
many clicks and precision to be comfortable. As shown in 
Figure 6, it requires five operations to fix a single Kissing 
Vessel. Fixing Dotted Vessels with this toolset would require 
as many extrusions as there are "dots" composing the vessel. 
Considering this to be a significant drawback of our hybrid 
approach, we looked for novel ways to tackle those problems. 
Our collaborators concurred on the need to provide ad hoc 
tools to solve our two key problems. 

"Join Edges" joins edges as it creates a new path between two 
edges by doubling the shortest path between their respective 
vertices. An intuitive roadwork analogy would be splitting 
an already-existing highway into different lanes. The user 
decides where the lane begins and ends and the system infers 
where to put the hedges separating them. It is typically used 
with a single-edge (i.e., two-vertices) path, where the Kissing 
Vessel is represented by a single edge, as shown by Figure 7. 
The algorithm can be summarized as 1) find the shortest path 
between two edges e1 and e2, 2) double the edges connecting 
the vertices of this path as a single edge e3 and 3) merge 
e1, e2 and e3 to obtain a single edge e4. The doubled path 
can technically be of any length, shape or number of vertices. 
Note that if there are multiple shortest paths, then the choice 
between the two is random. For this reason, "Join Edges" 
should only be used in the appropriate situation (i.e., to fix 
Kissing Vessels). With this new tool, we reduce the user’s 
interaction to a single click-and-drag operation per Kissing 
Vessel. Moreover, the geometric information is enough to 
create the new path, without having to re-use the volumetric 
data again. 

"Extrude Over" works in a manner similar to "Extrude": we 
start from any point on the network and start extruding freely. 
Network pieces passed over by the mouse are erased and 
replaced by a single curved edge connecting them all as shown 
by Figure 8. Again, this reduces the required number of clicks 
to a single click-and-drag per Dotted Vessel, regardless of how 
many pieces compose the entire vessel. This solution finds its 
inspiration in the name of the problem. Indeed, since "Dotted 
Vessels" evoke "dotted lines," it appeared natural to fix them 
in the same way we "connect the dots" with a pen. Note that 

Figure 7: Join Edges. The edge representing the Kissing Vessel (cir-
cled with a dashed white curve) is adjacent to two pairs of edges (left), 
but each pair should be a single vessel (right). The user clicks on the 
first edge and drags the mouse to the second edge to join both edges 
together. While dragging, a straight yellow cylinder appears from the 
starting point on the edge to the mouse’s current location to indicate 
that the join is happening. Moreover, the user receives direct feedback 
of the path that will be created as the corresponding edges are colored in 
yellow. The cyan trace shows the mouse movement to obtain the result 
on the right. This operation is much simpler than the method shown in 
Figure 6. Note that the result is independent of where on the edge the 
user clicked exactly. What matters is which edges have been clicked and 
released on. 

click

release

Figure 8: Extrude Over. Whenever an isolated (degree-0) vertex or both 
the end-vertices of an edge are passed over, they are colored red and 
marked to be removed. Once the extrusion is over (the user releases the 
mouse button) those pieces are linearly interpolated to create a single 
new edge. The cyan trace indicates the single mouse movement required 
to fix the Dotted Vessel. The difference with "Extrude" is that "Extrude 
Over" only connects existing pieces of a network while "Extrude" allows 
to freely sculpt new edges in the air. An advantage of this principle is that 
the mouse stroke does not need to match the pieces (short edges) exactly 
when using "Extrude Over". 

contrary to "Extrude," the final shape does not depend on 
the user’s exact stroke but solely on the pieces themselves. 
Indeed, these pieces are connected by straight curve segments, 
regardless of how the user connects them. This allows users 
to focus on the pieces only, without having to care about their 
gesture precision. 

Defects Identification 
Even though we could expect medical experts to identify the 
location of the potential defects by themselves, we also wanted 
to provide them with practical ways to automatically indicate 
them. For Kissing Vessels, we considered implementing the 
detection method described in [11] but as we mentioned be-
fore, it still fails in some cases (e.g. vessels kissing on a long 
distance). Additionally, we wanted to explore other ways to 
highlight Kissing Vessels, if possible using our graph represen-
tation. We are thus using cycles to indirectly identify Kissing 
Vessels. If we consider a vascular network to be connected in 
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Figure 9: A small network with a Kissing Vessel. The presence of the 
Kissing Vessel (circled in yellow) creates a cycle (shown in green instead 
of blue), but it is still up to the user to find it exactly (or to decide that 
this cycle is normal). 

Graph Theory terms (i.e., for any two vertices of the graph, 
there exists a path between them), there cannot be a Kissing 
Vessel without there being a cycle. Of course, the converse is 
not true since, as mentioned before, there can be actual cycles 
in the human brain (e.g. the "Circle of Willis"). That is why 
we chose to merely visualize cycles by changing the color of 
the corresponding edges. It is then up to the user to use their 
medical knowledge to decide whether this cycle is a problem 
or not. Moreover, we said we "indirectly" identify Kissing 
Vessels because it remains up to the user to locate where they 
are on the cycle exactly. Figure 9 shows how Kissing Vessels 
and cycles relate to each other. 

Regarding Dotted Vessels, we again chose to give indirect 
indications of their presence. Instead of pointing to where 
they are exactly, we merely indicate how many connected 
components are present in the network. Since most users of 
our system would not be familiar with Graph Theory, we called 
this the "Network Counter" (c.f. Figure 4). By looking at it, 
users can instantly see if there are more than one sub-network, 
indicating that they should look for disconnected pieces in 
this network. We chose this indirect approach because we 
assumed that 1) Dotted Vessels were fairly easy to spot and 
2) that adding more information to the interface would be too 
much. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Let us now describe our system in more detail. We start 
by establishing some general concepts we adopted for our 
work and follow by detailing how our system works and the 
functionalities it offers. 

Work Environment 
Our system was implemented using C++ and relies on Unreal 
Engine 4 (UE4) for its interface. The main advantage of 
using UE4 is that it allows for high-quality graphics with little 
effort and provides convenient Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
design tools. All the code handling the skeletonization and the 
graph extraction is independent of UE4. 

Graph Extraction Pipeline 
Our system takes DICOM data as input and applies the "March-
ing Cubes (MC)" algorithm [22] against a user-specified iso-
value to obtain both its isosurface mesh representation and 

Figure 10: The complete graph extraction pipeline. We can see the suc-
cessive shapes that our data take (middle) and how we go from one to 
the next (top). The bottom row gives an example of each representation. 

voxel-space occupancy data. By "occupancy data," we mean 
which voxels are occupied by the isosurface and its interior. 
We then apply the "Asymmetric Thinning Scheme" [9] to this 
voxel set to obtain a 1-voxel-wide skeleton. Finally, we ap-
ply an upgraded version of the graph extraction algorithm de-
scribed in [18]. We improved this algorithm to handle multiple 
connected components, which are present when we consider 
Dotted Vessels. Our algorithm creates a graph comprising of 
a set of vertices and the set of edges connecting them. We 
also compute the approximate radius of each junction (ver-
tex). The curves are made from the successive voxels’ center 
positions and are then re-sampled to require a minimum of 
control points without losing much in shape precision. We 
thus obtain a piece-wise spline curve defined by a series of 
control points and tangents. Note that these are only internal 
control points handling the looks of the edges and are not 
directly manipulated by the users. The complete pipeline is 
depicted in Figure 10. It is important to note that although this 
is how we chose to extract the graph of the vascular network, 
other methods can be used. Our interaction model is solely 
based on a graph representation and would still work with 
other pipelines resulting in a similar graph. 

Network Visualization 
For the graphic representation of our graph, we use simple 
spheres for the vertices and UE4 objects called SplineMeshes 
for the edges. These allow us to easily obtain smooth cylindri-
cal vessels with lightweight representation (i.e., the graph’s 
actual surface mesh is generated at runtime). The spheres’ size 
match the vertices’ radii, and the curves’ width is interpolated 
between the corresponding edge’s vertices’ radii. However, 
we let the user fix a constant width and radius over the whole 
network since we observed that it was easier to manipulate 
and understand the topology this way. Finally, we superpose 
the surface obtained with the MC algorithm by rendering it in 
transparent red to give the user some reference of the original 
data. Figure 11 shows a ready-to-use vascular network as 
represented by our system. 

COMPARISON STUDY 
To support our claim that the two new tools are more natural 
and efficient to solve the Dotted Vessel and Kissing Vessel 
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Figure 11: A vascular network as shown in our system (top). The blue 
cylindrical curves are the user-editable network, and the transparent red 
surface represents the surface extracted from the DICOM data with the 
Marching Cubes algorithm. Vertices are larger than the connected edges 
and of darker color, so they are easier to distinguish (bottom right). The 
edges are made from sequenced SplineMeshes whose shapes are defined 
by control points and tangents (bottom left). These points and tangents 
are not directly manipulated by the user and are shown here only for 
illustrative purpose. 

problems, we designed a study comparing them with our basic 
tools ("Cut," "Delete" and "Extrude"). Note that in this section, 
"Move" is part of both toolsets, as we see it as an essential 
tool in any case. The study consisted of a practice phase and 
two comparison phases. In the practice phase, participants 
learned how to use the whole toolset. In the first comparison 
phase, phase one, we compared the two tool subsets in a 
within-subject manner. Each participant solved a series of 
simple problems, each of which was addressed by using one 
of the toolsets exclusively and then by the other toolset. In 
the second phase, phase two, we assessed which tools were 
preferred by the participants by allowing them to use them all 
freely. Additionally, phase two assessed whether our system 
allowed users to fix actual vascular networks with reasonable 
effort. 

Participants 
Nine people participated in the study. They were all computer 
science students from the graphics or HCI field. Their daily 
work usually involves performing point-and-click or drag-
and-drop operations, or manipulate 3D objects on a computer 
screen for hours. Similarly, we expect our target users (medi-
cal doctors) to be familiar with 3D-based volume-editing or 
similar software, as it is now standard practice in the medical 
field. As such, we believe that the two groups’ skills in this 
matter are close enough so that the CS students’ performance 
is relevant to our target group. Out participants’ age ranged 
from 23 to 33 years old and were mainly male, with only one 
female participant. They were given a 1’000 JPY (~10 USD) 
book gift card as compensation for their participation. It took 
about 40 minutes on average for each participant to complete 
the study. 

Study Procedure 
Participants were first introduced to the system in general by 
listening to a descriptive introduction and watching an intro-
ductory video describing each tool individually. Furthermore, 
they were provided a summary, "cheat sheet" containing an 
imaged description of each tool for quick reference. Both the 
cheat sheet and the videos were available for consultation at 
any time during the study and were emphasizing visual over 
textual explanation. 

They were then presented with the system and told they were 
going to practice using it. Indeed, they were asked to solve a 
single problem by following the instructions of the examiner. 
Solving this problem required to use each tool at least once 
so they could understand how they worked. The examiner 
gave the successive instructions to participants, and they were 
encouraged to ask questions at any time. After completion 
of this training process, they could freely use the system for 
a moment if they wished. Once they considered they had 
understood how the system worked, we moved to the two 
comparison phases. 

Participants were then told of the two-phase process without 
explaining what the second phase would be. In the first phase, 
they were presented with a series of minor problems, vascular 
networks (or subsets of) displaying one or more defects. Prob-
lems can be seen as a kind of "puzzle" that participants had to 
solve for a given solution, which is a target, repaired network 
that participants had to reproduce. Half of the participants first 
worked with the basic tools and the other half first worked with 
the new tools, and each problem had to be solved both ways 
before moving to the next. Moreover, they were told that they 
could see the target solution on another screen. The system 
showing the goal network was the same as the one described in 
this paper except that all editing tools were disabled and only 
the camera controls remained. This allowed participants to 
consider both the solution and their current work in the same 
way, i.e., with the same camera controls. The complete experi-
mental set-up can be seen in Figure 12 and two examples of 
problems can be seen in Figure 13. We measured both the time 
and number of clicks (excluding camera movements) required 
to perform the tasks in the two different ways. Furthermore, 
participants were asked the "Single Ease Question (SEQ)" 
[30] after solving each problem each way (8 times in total for 
phase one). The SEQ is "Overall, how difficult or easy was the 
task to complete?" and the answer is on a scale from 1 (very 
difficult) to 7 (very easy). 

In the second phase, participants were told that they would 
have to solve another series of 6 problems of increasing diffi-
culty. This time, participants had complete control over which 
tools they could use. The goal of this second phase was to as-
sess whether "Extrude Over" and "Join Edges" were preferred 
over the other tools or not when users were given the choice 
on how to solve a particular problem. The difficulty was mea-
sured in the number of Kissing Vessels (NKV ), the number of 
Dotted Vessels (NDV ) and the total number of defects (ND) that 
the vascular networks presented. Figure 14 shows an example 
of a phase two problem. Participants were asked to confirm 
when their work was done, i.e., when they thought their net-
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Figure 12: The experimental set-up. On the right, the main screen with 
the system used to solve the problems (green). On the left, the helper 
screen with the system showing the target vascular network (the solution, 
red) and the video player to play the videos (cyan). Participants used the 
mouse to use the system (purple). 

Figure 13: Two examples of the kind of problems participants had to 
solve during the first phase. 

work was the same as the solution. All participants faced the 
same problems in the same order in a within-subject manner. 
Again, they were asked the SEQ after solving each problem. 

Finally, participants were asked to answer a questionnaire 
consisting of 27 qualitative questions regarding how they felt 
using the system, if the instructions were clear, if they found 
the new tools useful, etc. All questions were answered using 
a five-level Likert scale [20]. The ten last questions of the 
questionnaire were borrowed from the "System Usability Scale 
(SUS)" [6]. This scale is based on a five-level scale then 
translated and scaled to a general score ranging from 0 to 100, 
the average score being 68. The goal of the questionnaire was 
to qualitatively assess both the usability of the system and the 
quality of the evaluation process. 

Results 
The results of phase one are summarized by Figure 15. This 
figure shows that there is a distinct difference between the 
two methods, in terms of the number of clicks and time to 
solve the problems of phase one, as well as the difficulty 
felt by participants. It shows that on average, participants 
were ~2.5 times faster in performing their task with the new 
tools. It is even more flagrant for the number of clicks with 
the new tools requiring ~3.8 times fewer clicks on average. 
While there are inconsistencies in the participants’ evaluation 
of difficulty when employing the basic tools, there is near 

Figure 14: An example of a bigger problem to solve during phase two.hir 
It corresponds to problem (e) in Table 1, with NKV = 3, NDV = 1, ND = 
4. The three Kissing Vessels are circled with continuous yellow curves 
and the Dotted Vessel is circled with a dashed cyan curve. Note that 
NKV counts the number of times where vessels are actually kissing rather 
than the number of vessels that are kissing. That is, if two vessels kiss 
only once, we count NKV = 1 and if two vessels kiss three times we count 
NKV = 3. However, NDV counts the number of vessels that are dotted and 
not the number of "dots" that compose the vessels. 

unanimous consensus on the fact that tasks performed with 
the new tools were "very easy." These statements remain true 
when fixing both Kissing Vessels or Dotted Vessels. For phase 
two, we can confirm that each problem was indeed solved with 
reasonable effort by looking at Table 1. Moreover, Figure 16 
clearly shows that the novel tools were used more than the 
basic ones. 

The questionnaires gave very positive outputs as the general 
satisfaction for the system was rated as 4.71 (σ = 0.62) over 
a maximum of 5 and a SUS score of 81.67 over 100 which is 
well above the average SUS score (68). Moreover, participants 
seemed to be satisfied with their experience as shown both by 
the evaluation-related questions (score of 4.41, σ = 0.89, over 
5) and by their positive comments at the end of the experiment. 
Although the feedback was generally very positive, some par-
ticipants found it rather difficult to compare their progress to 
the solution. Indeed it was possible that participants would 
think they were done but had actually missed one or more 
defects and we also recorded the number of such mistakes. 
Since this aspect is directly related to the study and not the 
purpose of our system, we do not consider this to be a flaw in 
the system and expected to have a minimal number of them. 
We recorded an exact number of 1 mistake per participant, 
thus confirming that the side screen was an adequate method 
to understand a problem’s solution, even if it made the par-
ticipant’s experience a little uncomfortable. Another remark 
that often came up was that it was somewhat tedious to always 
select the tool before using it. Almost all participants would 
have preferred to simply switch between tools whenever they 
wanted. 

Extrude Over. Almost all participants tended to directly start 
by fixing the Dotted Vessels rather than the Kissing Vessels. 
Our interpretation is that the Dotted Vessel problem and how to 
fix it is straightforward to understand for anyone by its "dotted" 
nature and also easy to spot, even in big networks. However, 
users tended to use "Extrude Over" multiple times per Dotted 
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Figure 15: The results of phase one in terms of time (left) and number of clicks (center) required to solve the problems and their perceived difficulty 
(right). In blue (left bars), the values obtained with method a) (basic tools) and in red (right bars), the values obtained with method b) (novel tools). The 
black error bars are the standard deviation. The rightmost pairs of bars in each figure is the overall average for both methods. 

Problem NKV NDV ND time(s) #clicks SEQ 
(a) 0 1 1 21.48 7.78 6.67 
(b) 1 0 1 21.34 4.78 6.44 
(c) 1 3 4 126.03 46.56 4.44 
(d) 1 4 5 90.46 29.67 4.56 
(e) 3 1 4 128.52 37.44 3.28 
(f) 4 4 8 260.85 86.77 2.72 

Table 1: The average time and number of clicks required to solve each 
problem of phase two compared to their characteristics. These results 
show that our system is suited to repair vascular networks with reason-
able time-wise and click-wise effort, even for new users. We can see 
that ND is a good indicator of the difficulty of the task, although Kiss-
ing Vessels were perceived as being harder to fix than Dotted Vessels by 
participants. We observed that the time mainly increased because it be-
came more and more difficult to compare the problem to the solution. 
In comparison, fixing a complete left brain hemisphere with 13 Kissing 
Vessels and 19 Dotted Vessels took an expert user around 8 minutes and 
103 clicks. 

Cut
3.9

Extrude 11.0

Delete
9.4

Extrude Over

48.3

Join Edges

27.3

Figure 16: Usage count for each tool during phase two. The blue slices 
correspond to the basic tools (Cut, Extrude, Delete) and the red slices to 
the novel tools (Extrude Over, Join Edges). All users preferred using the 
novel tools. 

Vessel instead of the minimum requirements of only once per 
Dotted Vessel. Some users needed to use it indeed only once 
but some required two or more uses. Moreover, we observed 
that they tended to stop at longer Dotted Vessel pieces and start 

again after them thus fixing a single Dotted Vessel in a two-step 
process. We believe that they felt they had to follow the longer 
pieces precisely for them to be replaced even though it is not 
the case. Indeed, if both ends of any piece, no matter the length, 
were passed over, this piece would be replaced, as it was shown 
in the introductory video. We believe that this detail of the 
video was missed by most participants. Those observations 
are corroborated by the average number of "Extrude Over" 
uses required to fix all Dotted Vessels. If we consider the 
average number of uses of "Extrude Over" and NDV for each 
problem we see that participants required an average of 1.48 
"Extrude Over" operations per Dotted Vessel, thus 48% more 
than the minimum of 1 "Extrude Over" operation per Dotted 
Vessel. Interestingly, we did not mention the red coloring of 
the vertices to be replaced by the new curved blue edge (as 
described in Figure 8) at any point but still observed that it 
was a natural indicator for participants of the expected result. 
If a vertex was not colored in red, they immediately stopped, 
undid this last "Extrude Over" operation and started over. 

Join Edges. The most important observation we made was 
that this tool was the hardest to understand. Most "undo" op-
erations were performed right after a "Join Edges" operation 
with unwanted results. Even though it was generally clear for 
participants how to use it during phase one when the single 
defects were focused on, they were more confused when fac-
ing bigger situations. Moreover, they tended first to try fixing 
Kissing Vessels with "Join Edges" and then switch to other 
tools when the results were not as expected. This typically 
happened in situations such as the one shown in Figure 17, 
where they were joining an edge to the kissing point of the 
vessels rather than the other part of the actual vessel. Even 
if they switched to the basic tools to fix a problem, they still 
tried again with "Join Edges" for the next problem. The result 
is that by the time they reached the final problem, all partici-
pants either used "Join Edges" perfectly or failed for exactly 
one Kissing Vessel. By "perfectly" we mean a single time 
per Kissing Vessel and without any mistake in the resulting 
topology. Unfortunately, the yellow coloring of the edges did 
not seem to help users understand the expected result. Finally, 
some participants tried to use "Join Edges" in a way similar 
to "Extrude" or "Extrude Over." It hence occurred to us that 
the name "Join Edges" was confusing and should eventually 
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release

click

Figure 17: A bad usage of Join Edges. Almost all participants tried at 
least once to join an edge with the edge representing the Kissing Vessel. 
The correct usage was already shown in Figure 7. 

be replaced by a more faithful description of its effect such as 
"Split Path." We will use this latter denomination from now 
on. 

FEEDBACK FROM PROFESSIONALS 
We evaluated our system further by presenting it to three neuro-
surgeons to get general feedback from the point-of-view of our 
target users. Those doctors were not involved in the develop-
ment of the system to ensure the objectivity of their feedback. 
We used the conclusions drawn from our first study and the 
comments of its participants to make minor improvements (e.g. 
changing the name "Join Edges" to "Split Path" or disabling 
"Move" as the default tool). This time, we decided to show 
all the potential of our system to our participants by focusing 
on the new tools. Instead of showing a video, the examiner 
manually demonstrated how to use the system. The exam-
iner emphasized the details of how to use "Extrude Over" and 
"Split Path", highlighting common mistakes and best practices. 
The other tools were also demonstrated but with only little 
emphasis. Participants then also solved a practice problem 
with multiple Kissing Vessels and Dotted Vessels. They then 
solved the two hardest problems of phase two. They were told 
that the two new tools were entirely sufficient to perform their 
task but were allowed to use the others if desired. The first 
difference with the first study is that whenever they mistakenly 
used a tool, the examiner notified them of their mistake and 
guided them on how to use it properly. Another major differ-
ence is that they had no "solution" provided in any way. This 
was meant to evaluate how well our defects indicators (green 
cycles and Network Counter) could convey the information 
required by actual medical doctors to perform their task. After 
completing their tasks, they were asked questions directly re-
lated to the medical field and gave qualitative answers. These 
questions involved for example whether our system would 
be useful for their work or if they had seen similar systems 
somewhere else. Similarly to the first study, participants were 
asked to tell the examiner when they were done with their 
tasks, thus again leaving the possibility of making mistakes. 
No defect was missed by the participants, and we thus believe 
that our indicators are a valid way to identify defects in the 
extracted vascular network. 

Overall, our medical experts were more than satisfied by our 
system and considered that it was a fit and accurate means 
of solving problems they often encounter during their daily 

practice. They were generally very interested in the center-
line/graph representation of vascular networks and seemed to 
find this to be a truly novel approach. "Split Path" particularly 
caught their attention and was mentioned as being the most 
exciting feature. When asked how they currently solved this 
kind of issue, they mentioned tedious processes involving lots 
of manual interaction. They all agreed that our system could 
greatly reduce their effort in that matter. All of them noted 
the potential of free-form sculpting (the "Extrude" tool) for 
bypass and simulation. As they noted, bypass surgery simu-
lation indeed requires doctors to add new vessels that are not 
existent in the scanned image and is therefore generally not 
supported by typical segmentation systems. Although they 
already have means of discussing the addition of vessels in 
vascular networks, these are not 3D systems. 

Additionally, two of our participants suggested to enrich the 
visualization with meaningful information. For instance, there 
is currently no way to distinguish two vessels aside from their 
shape or location. Coloring them in a way that suggests this 
topology would certainly improve the understanding of the 
general topology of the network. One of them suggested 
changing the vessels’ coloration depending on their difficulty 
to operate or their nature (vein or artery). Another very inter-
esting suggestion was to integrate physical constraints such 
as elasticity into our system. Vessels might, for instance, 
change color depending on the elastic stress resulting from 
the deformation done by the users. They could also limit the 
deformation to keep users from performing operations that 
would break blood vessels. This would allow neurosurgeons 
to get feedback on the feasibility of a particular intervention. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The main limitation of our system is the fact that although 
we rely on actual volumetric data to reconstruct the initial 
network, all subsequent operations are detached from it. If 
we consider free-form extrusion or sculpting for the practices 
described above, it is a desirable property, but when focusing 
on reconstructing a network as faithful as possible, it becomes 
necessary to be precise in the location of the fixed vessels’ 
centerlines. Our method to fix Kissing Vessels after user inter-
vention relies purely on the surrounding vessels’ geometry and 
thus provides no guarantee of its exactitude. This comment 
also applies to the vessels’ radii since their re-evaluation after 
applying "Split Path" is not trivial. Experience showed that 
using "Split Path" produced results generally close enough to 
the original volume, but more work will be required in the 
quest for absolute accuracy. 

As suggested by the second study’s participants, some addi-
tional efforts towards the visual quality of our representation 
would undoubtedly improve the users’ comfort. By that, we 
do not mean the quality of the "graphics" but rather how they 
can be used to translate more information visually. We envi-
sion the ability to switch between various coloring to highlight 
different attributes of the network such as hierarchical rela-
tionships, thickness, length, etc. as this information might 
prove quite useful to medical practitioners. This aspect could 
be further extended with various fluid-dynamics simulations 
visualization. Moreover, a full network is quite intricate and 
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complex, and it would help to visually isolate a part of it to 
focus on where the defects are. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented INVANER, an interactive system 
for medical practitioners, in particular, neurosurgeons, to re-
construct faithful vascular networks from defective data and 
conveniently visualize them. Our system represents vascular 
networks as graphs enhanced with cylindrical curves and mod-
ern graphics empowered by Unreal Engine 4. Furthermore, 
it provides a set of graph-based tools to edit and more impor-
tantly repair networks from recurring defects called "Kissing 
Vessels" and "Dotted Vessels." Two of those tools, "Split Path" 
and "Extrude Over," were shown by a study to be means fit to 
solve these respective defects, even more so when compared 
with other, more basic tools. Out study further assessed the 
general usability of our system and showed unanimous satis-
faction from participants. Its examiner also made qualitative 
observations that offer more nuanced and complex insights 
into the participants’ behavior. They remain subjective in na-
ture, and the arguably limited number of participants involved 
in the study, unfortunately, prevents us from drawing absolute 
conclusions. We still, however, believe that the results of the 
study are encouraging enough to pursue research in that di-
rection. This is further supported by our second study, which 
showed that our system was considered to be very promising 
by professional medical practitioners. Future work involves a 
continued exchange with and feedback from medical doctors 
in order to test our system on the field with real-life situations. 
Furthermore, we see this work as an intermediate step towards 
providing a full stack of tools for medical doctors to centralize 
all vascular networks-related practices. 
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